A) An Examination of Prehistoric civilisation
leading to the Analysis of a Black Stone
Following on from my work in finding the location of the
Garden of Eden, many more separate instances of what this area
must have meant to our ancestors are coming to light, partly due
to others on various Facebook sites, showing amazing pictures
of sculpture on bare rocks-whole cliff edges have been carved
out to show the profiles of men, massive faces seem to have
been carved from solid rock. In many places spread throughout
the middle to eastern Pyrenees, there are numerous tumuli,
menhirs, circles of stones, huge slabs laid across other vertical
man moved/erected stones, and megaliths.
I have found by using the magnifying glass, that there are huge
standing stones that have been etched out to form patterns of
figures, almost as though there has been a film laid over the top
and embedded in the rock. There is a famous rock outside
Peyrolles, not far from Couiza, where numerous figures can be
identified wearing what look like turbans on their heads-this
made me think that perhaps they were from Venice as their
empire stretched the length of the Mediterranean, but this is too
soon historically but maybe the Phoenicians or even earlier
tribes wore turbans and carved in stone for all were powerful sea
going traders.
Have also located a stone in the Margam Stone Mueum in
Neath, Port Talbot, Wales that shows that a material-I would
guess made up of a natural resin from pines, acting as an
adhesive coupled with clay, has been plastered over the existing
rock/stone from the ground level up, thus forming a type of
irregular mould, on which people would carve and cut into while
soft any pattern they wanted plus any picture which I will
explain later. This means that they did not possess tools of
sufficient strength to penetrate rock.
The figures appear to show in many cases, couples engaged in
fertility rites with others looking on-ancient voyeurs! There is
another too that looks like solid rough rock but on looking at it

closely, one can see that the whole rock is comprised of bodies,
in embraces. A Phallic symbol.
Outside Rosas in eastern Spain close to a castle is another
vertical rock that has carvings on it-the Quermanco castle was
believed to have been a place where the Grail rested before
being moved elsewhere. There are so many legends in Catalonia
which help to piece together an unknown period of history. It is
my firm belief that early man “wrote and
etched/painted/engraved” on rocks as a way to show others who
they were and now of course, thousands of years to that period,
we are only now deciphering their meanings. To my knowledge,
I am the first to define this method of encryption.

See the head carved into the rock with precision.

Here we have the castle near Rosas with the rock that I can see
has images as though etched into its very fabric. Normally, one
would just look at it in passing but if you take a magnifying
glass and look closely, you can see the outline of figures. In the
foreground, inside the cavity, there are lots of figures and these
lead out to the right, to several people standing; in fact the whole
rock face is alive with figures together with the outline of a
building going up and centred around the sandy coloured circle.
These types of rocks were positioned for a reason and to my
mind they show the progress of something.

Here we have a typical Phallic symbol and again, looking at it
closely, one can see that the whole surface area is covered with
men and women; these things are not easy to see but where you
see a curve, you can bet that it is not natural. The whole of the
rock looks very rough but that is because it hides detail. Where
men and women were gathered in ancient imes, they were there
for sexual reasons, to worship Venus or Aphrodite or Ishtar-

goddesses of fertility, of love, of sex, of lust. They were not just
looking at others, they were participating, either in the case of
women freely or under coercion-I seem to think from what I
have seen that the women were prostitutes-Venus being the
goddess of prostitutes-the cult of Ishtar was based on lust. In the
next Phallic stone, we can see a lot more, as I will go over with
you.

At the top of the stone, there is a picture of a house with figures
dotted around leading down to the curved area-below this there
are groups of men leading forward as though holding a woman
who is looking towards other women facing up to her. Below, is
a singular person with a hat on-below that are naked women. On
extreme outer edge, there are loads of figures engaged in sexual
relations. It is very cleverly done but with modern imaging,
digital photos and computers, we can see a lot more. To my
mind, these erect stones were probably situated where sex

worship took place as I have seen in other figurines, one of
which I know to be in the British Museum, that show typical
orgies in the Spring, when the laurel turns green-a Cathar
expression.

With acknowledgement to the originator of this photo that I
haven’t been able to trace. This stone exemplifies my thoughts

that these stones were erected as a medium for expression-a
painting in stone-almost a 3D image-this is the best one that I
have come across and one can see the images of people standing
inside what looks like a type of yard, an enclosed area with
others looking on-a voyeurs paradise, for we are looking at
something that has never been seen before. This is but one
sighting. The top right-hand side of the rock has the outline of a
tower of a larger building which could be Montsegur with
houses dotted around falling to the bottom of the hill-hard to be
too precise but moving down are other figures surrounding an
object.
So much detail but the men in the enclosure look as though they
are in discussion with two women. Considering this is stone, the
detail is as though it was on wood or paper.
Below all of this are some examples of couples having sex as
shown on the rough cut stones forming the base of this erect
stone. So much more to discover when time allows.

Here we have an example of a huge menhir-a megalith that has
been carved to resemble a head-I believe strongly that these
were carved by Giants. I haven’t studied too, closely the detail in
the rock but these stones have been placed there, they are not a
result of erosion. In the upper right lighter part of the stone are
figures of people as though a family. As I look more closely, I
can see a host of other figures. For all we know, these giants

may have eyes that could magnify-we can’t assume that they had
the same senses that we have today.

An example of a man made artefact on a huge scale-not the work
of nature by wind or water, as the latter is scarce.

Another example of a standing phallic stone or maybe a way
marker. Origin and location unknown.

Another example of the work of Giants as no ordinary man
could possibly erect such a stone on top of at least two others.
When looking for oddities in the stonework, I always look for
the straight line which in nature is rare-so underneath the overhanging rock, there is a picture of a house, even with what looks
like a chimney and spread out before it on the left hand side are
a group of figures, with others behind to their left. Hard to see
what’s going on here and why the scene?

Another example to ingenuity of our ancestors.

An ancient village. All these photos are taken in France and
Spain as far as I have been informed-shows how outstanding our
ancestors were and how little archaeologists actually know about
the incidences of Giants being to the fore in erecting these
natural looking rocks.
Here we come to the point of knowledge-do we really know

who the Cathars were-we have been lead to believe that they
abstained from sex and that they were vegetarians-I can’t help
thinking that these qualities have been put forward by those who
are the same to sort of justify their reasoning to be likewise. The
following pages are going to dispel any such notions that they
didn’t practice sex; it is impossible to live at high altitudes
during freezing temperatures and only eat food that is grown in
summertime-we are talking about thousands of people-in my
view there would be insufficient berries/nuts to go round. Also
from what I have seen, they practiced sex with a keen resolution,
they may have been coerced to take part, they are likely to be
prostitutes if willing, otherwise, I don’t see how the women
could gain anything from multiple partners- of course they may
have liked sex but women in those days were mere objects-no
rights of refusal. They are more likely to have been abused by
men-the Cathars were a part of what we would now call a sex
cult, the women sex slaves.
Naturally, this will upset those who have been given to believe
otherwise but as there are nearly no written records on the
activities of the Cathars, it is more sensible to try to find out the
truth and this truth is shown in a number of ways, usually on
stone and metal. Of course the Cathars were merely following
those who preceded them-the Celts. It has been said that
Montsegur-safe mountain, was the site of a Celtic Temple as I
believe so was Rennes-le-Chateau. More even likely a solar or
sun temple-worshipping the sun Sol Invictus was widespread.
They were followers of the cult of Ishtar and it is my belief that
a life-like figure of a goddess played a major part-this “goddess”
gave off a tremendous light and exuded gold-in much the same
way as honey bees produce honey.
This may appear fanciful but I have proof of an extraordinary
scenario which we will come to later.
Having seen what has been left by ancient man, we must
conclude that they lived in what has been described to be Edenthe whole of the Pyrenees stretching down into what we call
Spain which comprised mainly Aragon in the east, to the north
of present Barcelona and bordering the Mediterranean, up to the

mouth of the Aude.
This black stone was shown to me by Josep of the Secrets del
Pirineu Facebook site where he said it had originally been in a
museum in Tarascon-sur-Ariege- this is a small town on the river
Ariege, south of Foix. It had been stolen but before that, a
photograph had been taken. Also, it was believed to have been in
the possession of a Cathar bishop. Originally it had been
displayed inside a crucible.

Looking at it straight on displays nothing unusual. It is my belief
that this has been moulded from clay, coloured and carved and
then baked to a temperature of about 1200 deg C for it’s only
when you swivel the object round do you get the reason why the
Cathar bishop and those before him, may have held it in such
high esteem. It is a very pleasant view if you like sex-a type of
voyeurs paradise.

Here we have the stone turned to its right to show the inked in
areas which display, as though from a drone looking downbuildings that might be Montsegur-then looking underneath as
though people are moving forward and down, in the white inked
area. Then where the lighter crevasses are, there are naked
women with outlines of other figures near and next to them,
especially in the orange inked area.
Then we come to the next one. This shows in the inked marked
areas, couple having sex-very graphic, close up using a
magnifying glass (MG).

Next one shows a woman in the centre either being embraced or
being held.

The final one, there maybe others, but this is what I have found

on one side only. This shows a tall woman inside an enclosed
area with others around-hard to be too accurate, as images are
small-the whole stone is small!

So, from this one can judge that the Cathars liked sex, which
was totally natural between loving couples but in worshipping
sex, they were following in the steps of the Celts who
worshipped Ishtar-the goddess of lust-the goddess of orgies, of
fun in the springtime. They were not pure as it has been recorded
in history but I do take it that the perfects abstained, leaving to
their followers to chose their enjoyments- where thousands of
modern followers have been lead to believe that they were
chaste-far from it-they enjoyed multiple relationships,
underground with the Goddess, maybe even having sex with the
Goddess, rather like the modern equivalent of an artificial doll.
So, with these matters in mind, I am thinking that these orgies
were originally performed by the Giants too. For in the bible,
Genesis Chaper 6 para 4, it was said that There were giants in
the earth in those days-that is those days when men began to
multiply on the face of the earth-the following words are
established as being a bit ambiguous-because it is not clear as to

whether the sons of god were the giants and it was their
daughters who had sex with men or the sons of God came in
unto the daughters of men the giants and then bore children,
they resembled the mighty men-so who were the sons of God?
So the old men became old men of Renown. So could it mean
that the sons of God from Adam and Eve had sex with the
daughters of Giants and these became, in the eyes of God,
wicked and would need to be snuffed out: hence, Noah coming
on the scene whose ancestors had been Adam and Eve-the pure
ones as God had made them in his own image.
I personally believe that the Flood as described in the Bible was
in fact the Ice-Age and that the whole story was being and had
been played out in the Pyrenees-the land of Eden.
It is also my belief that these giants were not snuffed out-they
resorted to caves and underground areas-whole Neolithic areas
under the ground and as the ice retreated, they became the
civilisations that we call the Basques and Catalans, the former
with their unique language. They also had a unique knowledge
that over the years has been tempered or reduced-they were
created by Nature-they worshipped, in the base state, not as now
as they are Roman Catholic but in their base status-they
followed the Mother Goddess cult together with later the cult of
Ishtar/Aphrodite/Venus-all the same but during different periods
of time. They were adventurous mountain people who were cut
off but nevertheless were great fishermen too, as their lands
bordered the Atlantic and Mediterranean.
Remains of giants have been found in the Valle de Aran.
So if we just think, it could be that such people over thousands
of years since the ice age, married/intermarried those from
outside their immediate area as they sought trade with wood,
stone, agriculture, that there could be millions of people around
the world who, had as their origins, giants-people selected by
Nature-not necessarily tall but whose families through legends
etc, feel strongly towards Nature. Then, equally, there are those
who never had any interaction with Nature who are opposed.
Therefore, we have two opposing peoples sharing the world.
We have as shown through all these stones, a way of life akin to

Nature-here is a stone that from afar looks like a mother with
child-I am not saying it is to all but it does to me.

Acknowledgement to the originator of the photo.
B) How this Mystery of the Holy Grail shapes up
Now we come to see how artists and metal workers have tried to
show this in paintings & metal primarily those from the 17th
century for paintings and for metal anytime since the Stone Age
and how this basic thought of Nature is rippled through so many
artefacts.
Here we can see a model of the Black Madonna-this one is of
the figure in Montsegur Church.

However, we can also see the slightly strange circle of blue
tinged around with yellow and the dark triangle above which has
a Hebrew inscription. There are some images inside the blue
area plus faint images inside the yellow area but will revert later
on these things.

Another view. For some reason, her feet don’t look like feet with
toes, they look more like flippers. Could this mean an ancient
allegiance to some water element. The hands are huge and the
“baby” sitting on her knee looks fully grown, so she herself
would be even larger.

Plus the rear of the Madonna. This shows the 7 phases of the
Moon-the Moon is usually represented as the feminine power,
the Mother Goddess, Queen of Heaven-so we come to NatureMother of God. The keeper of the keys to Fertility. As the Moon
Goddess, she is the controller of the life-giving waters and the
growth from the fertilized earth and the resurrection of life; they
are also weavers and spinners. Mythologically, she is the Virgin
who gives birth to the Son of Light. As the Great Mother, she is
associated with the Great Bear in the heavens and with the
number 7. So, here we have a very strong union for Nature.

Plus a picture of Montsegur. Acknowledgement to Mag
Davalena/Arpaix P.
The colour Black of the Madonna signifies the symbolism of the
colour black-not to show that Madonnas were black but instead
is associated with the dark aspect of the Great Mother-the
worship before Christianity, of Nature.

Montsegur in winter.

Here we also can show a green picture of a cup that is in the
Montsegur church-green being symbolic of Venus and Mercury;
it is Spring-reproduction, Paradise, Nature too.

In addition to the above, I found another object that had its
picture in a book on Cathars-I tried to make contact with the
publishers but received no reply so I am acknowledging their
original picture which seemed to suggest that this golden metal
crowned head of the 13th century, was in the Montsegur museum
but when I visited in October 2016, I couldn’t see it, therefore I
have to use their photo which I copied onto my computer.
Again, we have here something that looks quite innocent
although the features couldn’t be replicated on a human face for
the nose is cut open and the mouth is collapsed diagonally to
one side, with what looks like a beard. The two eyes look okay.
The crown has some markings on it that look superficial with the
side of the face covered as though wearing some protection.
However, turning the face upside down reveals a totally
different picture-very cleverly done but then, when deception is
the aim, the design has to look normal-as normal as possible to
hide the truth. It is but yet another picture of sex and lust plus
some other things that are yet to be analysed. It can also be put
on its side with the crown top on the right.
Looking at it upside down shows a number of people on the
right having sex-man behind women etc plus some naked
couples, then moving down to the middle section shows a whole
host of figures standing together, one holding a naked figure of a
woman-this may be a real woman or it might be a figure of a
woman-this is still to be assessed.
To the left is a scene in miniature of buildings, a person with
above in the mauve coloured crease are Men at Arms-see their
helmets and staves; below the golden buildings are other
buildings, also lots of figures .Above them is a very bright
illuminated figure kneeling or stretched forward with others on
the right looking across. Inside the eyes are figures.
Above at the top, is the outline of Montsegur as it was originally
before any further building commenced-just the single ancient
square tower but below that is a tunnel, one going down the side
of the mountain, figures of people going up and coming down

can be discerned, the other, where the dark indent is, is the
tunnel down to the underground where everything takes place.
Above that open area, which is now covered by the long stone
walls making an enclosure, is an open space with people on the
right show. The beard of the straight up version, is that area. Just
below the right eye are a group of people but above the right eye
are a couple of naked people-one a woman stretched out and
facing upward.
On the right below the eye is a naked woman sitting / lying
down facing outward with a man behind. A lot of fun seems to
be going on here! No doubt with time there will be more
revelations but my point here, is that the Cathars and our friends
from prehistoric times had a great time, worshipping-another
name for sex-enjoying sex not for procreation but for fun. This
must have annoyed the Roman Catholic church one hell of a lot!
However, they were having sex too with the goddess-it wasn’t
just a question of fun-they were having sex to be immortal- to
reach a higher plane. This “Thing” that they had sex with,
exuded gold, like a gold stream-I have seen pitures of men on a
wall of gold as though in cages and you will do so too, soon!
I have been putting a lot more down on this crown in the FB site
Secrests de Pirineu, so looking at it upside down:
On the left top is the outline of Montsegur, just as a temple
single building and its defensive wall running round to the right
hand side. It also shows the hidden passageway down the side of
the mountain that starts near to the end of the building, you can
make out those climbing up from the area close to the left eye.
Also, one can see people coming and going up/down the edge of
the mountain not far to the left of the dark cut-the mouth-here
they go down between the eyes to a point where they form an
inverted V, looking at others as though in some form of
compound.
At the top, one can see people, standing around a pit of some
sort with a square tower in front. There are images of figures
above the right eye. The eyes seem to contain figures too but
tiny.

Turning the head on its side to the right reveals a different
picture, thanks to the metal workers’ skills. The right reveals an
area like a rectangular pool with naked figures to the right, along
with others as though outside a building-the dark cut seems to
hide or obscure figures up and to the right with the lower part
bathed in gold.
The area to the left of the top eye seems to be of two people
bathed in light under which are some others with many as in a
crowd within some triangular frame.

Others below them seem to be in some sort of embrace, just to
the left of the lower eye. On the top eye, there seems to be others
that one can pick out as though jumping towards the golden
white light.
It certainly has some weird tales to tell and this is only the head.
Now we come to the crown part which in some respects is easier
to see as more detailed but also, there is an element of the
unknown-what is it really that we are witnessing?

What we don’t know at this juncture, is whether all this is taking
place at Montsegur. My feeling is that it is not taking place
there. I think the head indicates what took place there originally
but after the fall of Montsegur, it was moved to RLC. I think the

crease between the head and the crown signifies the division, for
in the crease, there are some additional figures as though made
of gold, climbing up to the top, where there maybe some
buildings.
Looking at the head and crown in straight on version shows an
ever increasing skill of the engraver.

I have written much about this on the FB site Secrets of the
Pirineu-it shows an amazing sight-running over the sights-lower
part of the chin/beard shows lots of people as though converging
on the pool or hole in the ground with other figures to the rightthe grey area is composed of people below the right eye which
seems to be part of some square area or below some buildingsabove that to the left is the outline of a village or town that I
don’t think is Montsegur. The area between the eyes contain
masses of people. The top part-the crown on the left-this
composes loads of people as though heading towards the centre
where there are already figures as though going to some festival.
In the centre are masses of people with a possible large figure of
a woman in the middle but all are as though in a shaft with a
separate figure on the right outlined in gold. Very complex-there
is more but I will hold it there. I have written to the Director of
the Ariege department in Foix, detailing my findings.

Of course as we know, all this came to an end over time
culminating in 1244, the siege of Montsegur. I think Poussin
showed this in one of his famous paintings-the Pieta. Again, one
turns the picture upside down-I can make out all the men at arms
with their long pikes, crowding around the base with others
moving up the fortifications. Also more in the centre left, there is
an opening in the rock where it looks as though something is
being moved out. This can be discussed later but for now I want
to show that Poussin was requested to paint this but hiddenagain this painting had been owned by one of the Pozzo family.

The image we are looking at is primarily the darker grained area
around the woman’s face-the shawl. You might also be able to
see naked women coming down a path towards the base. On the
extreme left hand side, you can see the same path (as shown in
the Golden Crowned head), like a shaft leading up and down to

the top that shows the main building. Much more of the painting
is not as it seems, indicating the extreme skill of Poussin. This I
will discuss separately as it also includes at least three other
paintings. So much more to see too.
C) The Influence of Higher Knowledge
The Holy Grail-this idea was fiction but it was based on
something that was very difficult to describe at the time-more
the Grail or Graal, something that had existed for thousands of
years. When I wrote my book The Paradise Co-ordinates over a
period of 20 years or so and published by Arcatrans Inc Ltd in
2002, I went along with the general thought put about by de
Sede, his friends and Henry Lincoln up to a point; I made some
alternatives on the smaller parchment but the phrase Et in
Arcadia Ego-I put forward a completely different version in
2008, which today nearly 12 years later, I can lay down as what
I think for sure. I think it means ---- I too have been with God’s
honey pot----. A honey pot-a desirable woman-a sexual
combination. I think the Graal is The Union between man and a
Giant goddess that gives immortality. (This will be elaborated on
later). It doesn’t mean that the Goddess looks like a woman-it
means that the word Goddess has been used in the text
symbolically to describe something that might have had its
origins in the Sea.
Much has been said about Poussin’s painting-Et in Arcadia Egothe original being in the Louvre. I believe Poussin painted a
number of paintings, throughout this part of the Languedoc,
which was under the control of the King of Spain-a Hapsburg.
The one where RLC is shown in the painting, also shows the
outline of the church and castle there but it shows much more
than that-see my text on that.
His paintings of Baptism and the Crossing of the Red Sea, I
think corresponds with the river close to Montsegur as there is a
swan in the picture and a swan is symbolic of Venus-sacred to

Venus/Aphrodite but is also one of many attributes of the Great
Mother/Mother Goddess/Nature.

Acknowledgement to a Poussin book.
I had calculated that the 3 hills around Montsegur on the map
corresponded to his painting, the Crossing of the Red Sea,
because one of them is slightly higher than MontsegurMontsegur is shown in the painting as the long walled castle on

the lesser mountain.

Acknowledgement to the Poussin book.
Some maps of the area.
Another researcher had found that 3 paintings that were
individual can be shown to link up perfectly. All these paintings

were owned by Poussins’ patron Amadeo dal Pozzo, Marchese
di Voghera-brother to Cassiano who was his main patron was
secretary of Cardinal Francesco Barberini who in turn was under
the control of the Hapsburgs, who at that time owned that part of
Italy.
In 2016, I visited 2 private places to view 2 of the original
Poussin paintings-the first was at Hovingham Hall, the home of
the Earl of Worsley called Cephalus and Aurora.

The second was at Brighton museum to see the Virgin and the
Child. This painting had been donated to the Brighton Museum
by a family from Preston, a nearby village. It had been said that
one of their ancestors who had fought in the Crusades had been
a Giant. Both paintings have oddities-in the former, for no real
reason, there is a swan pictured prominently, totally out of
keeping with the tone of the painting together with a reflection
or a garment underneath on the legs of the reclining man-this I
will elaborate on separately. The Swan is symbolic of Venussacred to Venus-this indicates the presence of sacred
prostitution.
Aphrodite is an ancient Greek goddess associated with love,
fertility, pleasure, passion and procreation. She is identified with
the planet Venus-see my book The Paradise Co-ordinates. She
was syncretised with the Roman goddess Venus whose major
symbols are/include myrtles, roses, dolphins, doves, scallop
shell, sparrows and swans.
The cult was largely derived from that of the Phoenician
goddess Astarte--Ishtar was a cognate, whose cult was based on
the Sumerian cult of Inanna. Cyprus was one of her cult centres.
( The Knights Templar had this place too; it was also a major
supplier of copper).
She was also the patron goddess of prostitutes. Part of her name
ODITE means wanderer & DITE means as bright.
Here at this juncture I want to re-evaluate the decoded version of
the smaller first scroll/parchment. I too thought originally that
there couldn’t be anything wrong with de Sede and Lincoln’s
assessment of the meaning of the first code which has been
brought forward as follows:
To Dagobert 11, King and to Sion is this treasure and he is there
dead.
This immediately brought in the Merovingians only because it
was assumed that Dagobert meant the Dagobert of the
Merovingians. In my view, de Sede/Plantard are most likely to

have secured the parchments with the decoded sentences and the
way to extract them from the code, from the possessions of
Sauniere handed down through Marie Denarnaud and Noel
Corbu. They took the opportunity to make up a story of Plantard
being descended from the Merovingians because they already
knew of the decoded texts because de Sede alludes to parts of it
in his 1967 book-the Accursed Treasure-which is a book of
fiction with some facts thrown in but mainly de Sede’s own take
on the mystery-it is not a biography on Sauniere.
However, Dagobert has another meaning from the German-it
also means bright light now why should there be 11 after
Dagobert? Why not 1? Well, because there is only one bright
light that moves in the heavens twice, and that is Venus-the
morning and evening star. So we have the first reference to
Venus.
I never took Sion to be TO-I always said it should be ATtherefore AT SION. The next word is King-this could be the
SUN-so it starts to read-By Venus and the Sun, this treasure is at
Sion and HE or IT is there lifeless-mort can mean lifeless. HE
normally refers to Jesus, so it could mean that Jesus is there
sleeping/lifeless-as you would say if it’s hot-I feel lifeless-I am
not dead! Another angle is that the words there dead/La mort
could also mean that, the word La refers to the Sun as “Dying”,
meaning that the Sun is on its downward path to the end of the
year-the Winter Solstice when the old sun dies and the new sun
rises; it could have a dual meaning-this is very relevant as I will
share with you, because this echoes the point of the layout of the
letters and words in the smaller parchment. This can be read of
in my book The Paradise Co-ordinates.
So, after careful thought, the decoded message could read as
follows:
By Venus and the Dying Sun, this very much gold is at Sion.
However, a pointer towards thinking that Jesus is there too, are
the odd words on Jean Vie tombstone in RLBains where the date
of his death has been altered to emphasise the number 17. Of
course the words Jean Vie can also be spoken phonetically to

remind us of Janvier-January-17th January. Again this could
emphasize the period of Capricorn-the time of the Winter
Solstice-the end of that Zodiac period. However, I have thought
more about these two words and if again thinking phonetically
as J’en vie meaning I ‘m alive, I live, meaning of course that
Jesus is alive-not dead but sleeping-immortalized.
Sion is a place both in France and in Switzerland, the latter
being relevant because part of the castle of Tourbillon represents
the tower of Magdala in design. The area around Sion is famous
for a particular mineral which plays a major part in the RLC
mystery. Sion could also be a dual mention towards being the
New Jerusalem

In the church there is a figure of St Roch-the scallop shell is his
emblem and it is emblem of Venus-”born of the sea”.
Also the word Tresor can be split to read TRES OR meaning

very much gold-just as was said in the G of E.
The figure of Mary Magdalene in the painting in RLC churchthe altar-this has nothing to do with her being a saint or the
unlikely event of her being married to Jesus-she is there to
determine that she is a prostitute and represents the cult of
Venus.
Remember what I have said about the BM at Montsegur having
on her lap, a figure more like a grown man? Well EROS, one of
Aphrodite’s children(in Greek mythology)-he is a primordial
god and is shown like, with the BM & Jesus as a baby but with
Aphrodite, as a small man-so I think the BM in Montsegur is
actually Aphrodite with her son as a grown man-she is so much
larger-a female giant-a goddess.
The most prominent avian symbol was the dove-there are two
above the doorway leading into the RLC church. Aphrodite was
associated with a number of different types of waterfowl,
because of her connections with the sea-they include swans,
geese and ducks. Other symbols include the sea, conch shells
and roses. Her most important plant emblem was the apple-(blue
apples in the RLC church), but she was also associated with
pomegranates---(the pulpit in RLC church), possibly because the
red seeds suggested sexuality; they were sometimes used as a
method of birth control but they were also a symbol of
IMMORTLITY.
The Venus and Child, although it had been restored, before that,
some photos had been made so these equalled my original
plates, but there is something seriously wrong with this painting
and this will be discussed later.

In all the Poussin/Pozzo paintings that I have seen, there are
oddities and or usage of symbolism out of order with the
content.
Continuing with the stonework which we can see with
prehistoric carvings, the Venus of Willendorf-believed to have
been of the prehistoric period 24000-22000 BCE has a
distinctive round head with no features. Venus was used as a
sacred fetish object relating to fertility, perhaps in some form of
Mother Goddess worship, however, the true purpose of the
artefact remains a mystery, according to historians. I have been
examining this object in minute detail and can advise that there

are, all over its body, images of a sexual nature.

In addition I want to insert here many other stone figurines that
also show similar sexual matters that are not easy to see straight
away but I will elaborate at a later time.

Another picture.

The whole surface area is composed of figures. The top right
hand side in a shade of green shows a landscape with people.
The legs are concave showing other scenes too. It is a complex
picture. The top of the head with hat shows figures as though
looking at an avenue with them on the right leading forward to a
tower or something. The lower right below the elbow is a scene.

There is a naked woman as though in an orgy of some sort. To
the right of the right arm shows distinctly several figures around
something else, maybe a woman, needs further examination. The
right leg shows a cluster of figures issuing from 2 towers
spreading to the left where there are other figures around
something on the ground.
Between the legs are figures with a small picture of houses in
their distance, that is in front of them as a backdrop.

The hidden picture is under the chin extending to the breast and
below, more to come as I develop the theme. Another incidence
of a bird woman.

This picture is not all that it seems to be. The real picture is
underneath, contained within the background. More later.

I have more to say about the Venus figure.

In the areas below her left arm, in the white and green parts, are
figures of women-big busted, the one in green, also in what
looks like vertical green and white shafts are figures. The whole
is of naked splendour.

Where you can see the more golden parts are a multitude of
figures. In the middle lower section, one can make out figures

going down a passageway. Right down the bottom are a couple
of figures. In the middle right, as though above a horizontal bar
and below an area making the top of a cave, are a whole load of
figures as if in a party.
In the stonework, there are unseen sexual encounters which I
will elaborate upon later. There are things that even the British
Museum knows nothing about, at the moment but I intend to
write to them. Not all the images here are as I would like,
because much of what we will see, means we have to invert or
alter the positions of the objects.
Recently, a thought struck me about the woman-the shepherdess
in the Et in Arcadia Ego painting. I had looked at this countless
times and secured permission from the Louvre to show it in my
book, so I can put it here again.

See how much taller the woman is compared to the men who
are warriors even taking into consideration the perspective.
Normally a shepherdess would be smaller than the men around
her but she is at least a good one foot higher-so if say her
boyfriend or husband would be another foot higher-this means
that her man would be at least 2 feet higher than the other men-a
Giant-so could Poussin have been showing that she had come
from Nature-was not from Adam & Eve-not from the Sons of
God?

Could she be representing a giant female-something very large-a
very large goddess, because she represents Venus-see my book.
Representing Venus is representing Ishtar-the Sumerian goddess
of lust.
The devil in the RLC church is also Asmodeus-the God of Lustso we have a coincidence.
C) The Phenomenon of Rennes-le-Chateau.
So we can try to understand what’s going on here in relation to
the mystery of Rennes-le-Chateau, where the priest Sauniere at
the end of the 19th Century became wealthy and built a little
kingdom on the top of a remote hill that had no means of visual
support except for farming. There were no roads up or down to
Couiza, so the only way was on horse or walking. It was a poor
place but it did have the remains of a castle that had two
distinctive towers and a dilapidated church. Sauniere rebuilt the
church and decorated it in a style unlike any other and provided
a figure of a devil at the entrance. Many have said that the style
is garish, overdone and overbearing-we will come back on these
things later.
To be continued
John R Pollard 10/01/2021.

